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ABSTRACT. The relationsh ip between synoptic-scale at mospheric circu
lat ion and glacier mass balance in the Cordillera of sou th-western Canada 
is in ves tiga ted . Objective synop tic typing techniques are a ppli ed to glacio
meteorological data from Peyto Glacier, Alberta, and Sentinel Glacier, 
Brit ish Columbia, and to cl imato logica l data from nea rby weather stations. 
Two scales ofSOO mbar synoptic wea ther ma ps are analyzed and compared. 
One is small er with high-wavcnumbcr pa tt erns, the other is larger with 
more general patterns. 

The resu lts demonstrate that the mass balance of Peyto a nd Sentinel 
Glaciers are rela ted to the SOO mbar pa tterns. Synoptic types with cyclonic 
cu rva ture favor glacier accumulatio n , while anti cyclonic ty pes inhibit 
build-up of the regional snow-pac k. Ablation is suppressed by sy noptic types 
associated with cloudy days and /or low temperatures, and is enhanced by 
types associated with warm, sunn y days. Funhermore, findings suggest that 
both the accumulation and ablati on of Sentinel Glacier are controlled by 
small-scale, high-wavenumber sy noptic patterns. Conversely, Peyto Glac ier 
accumulatio n is more closely assoc iated with large-sca le patterns, sug
gesting that high-frequenc), mid-tropospheric oscill at ions embedded within 
the slow-moving baroclinic zones associated with long-wave disturbances 
may be da mpened by the rough topog raph y of the Canadian Cordillera. 
Ablation is predicted poorly by both scal es at Peyto. 

RESUME. Corri/ation en/re la circula/ion ginirale atmosphirique a fichelle synop
tique e/ le hilan glaciaire dons I, Sud-Ouesl du Canada au cours de la dewmi, 
hydrologique international., 1965-74. On recherche la correlation entre la circu
lat ion at mospherique it I'echell e synoptique et le bilan glaciaire dans la 
Cordillere du Sud-Ouest Canada . Des techniques de carac torisa tion synop
tiques objec tives sont appliquees a des donnees glacio- met eo rologiques 
provena nt du Peyto Glacier en Alberta et Sentinel Glacier ell Colombie 
Britanniqlle, et L\ des releves c1imatologiques eman ant des stati o ns mete
orologiq lles voisines au niveall de 500 mbar. On a analyse e t compare deux 
ec hell es de cartes meteorologiques synoptiq ues. L'u ne est plus pelite avec de 
nombreuses nuc tuations, I'autre est plus grand e avec des traits plus 
gc neraux. 

Les resultats montrent que le bilan des g laciers Pcy lo e t Sentinel est lie 
it I'a ltitude du reseau de 500 mbar. Des types synoptiques avec des depres
sions cycloniq ues favori sent l'acc umu lation sur les glac iers tandis que les 
types anticyclon iqu es empec hent I'etablissement du ma ntea u ne igeux re-

INTRODUCTION 

One goa l of the Canadian contribution to the In
ternational Hydrological Decade (I.H.D . ), 1965-74, was 
to link the synoptic-sca l e atmospheric circulation to 
the mass balance of a glacie r (L~ken, [ 1971J) . Al
though a few studies have app l ied the synoptic clima
to l ogica l app roach to gl acie r mass balance in the 
Canadian Hi gh Arctic (Jacobs and others, 1973; Alt , 
1975, 1978, 1979), there a r e no comparable stud i es on 
gl acierized areas of the topographical ly more complex 
Canad i an Cord il lera . Outside Canada, stud i es relating 
synoptic processes to glac i er mass balance have been 
carried out for areas of Europe (Hoinkes , 1968), the 
Sov i et Union (Krenke, 197 1 ) , t he southern Indian 
Ocean (Radok and Watts , [ 1975J), and Alaska (Fahl, 
[Cl975]) . In this paper, an objective synoptic clima
tology of two mountain glaciers in south-western 
Canada i s presented . The results of the synoptic 
climatology are used to demonstrate the relationship 
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gio na l. L'ablation est su pprimee par les types de temps synoptiques associes 
a des journees nuageuses et /ou des basses temperatures et favorisee par des 
types de temps associes a d es journees chaudes et ensoleillees. En outre, les 
conclusions mont rent que I'accumulation e t I'abla tion sur le glacier Sentinel 
so nt co ntr61ees par des compo nements meteoro logiques it petite echelle it. 
flu c tuations nombreuses. I nversement l'accumul a tion sur le glacier Pey to 
es t plus etroitement associee avec des componcments a grande echell e, ce 
qui fait supposer que les variabilites it counes periodes incluses dans les 
ecou lemc llts atmosph eriques a longue periode peuven t ctre etou ffees par le 
rud e reliefde la Cordillere Canadienne. L'abla tion est peu correlee au Peyto 
avec les circu lat ions aux deux echelles. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Be.tiehungen ?wischeTI der almosphiirischen ,(irkulalion im 
synoplischeTl Massstab und dem Massenhaushall der Gletscher in SiidweJ/-KlInlldll 
wallrerld der Hydrologischen Dekade 1965-74. Es \Vird der Zusammenhang zwis
che n der a tmosphii rischen Zirkulation im synoptisc hen Massstab und dem 
M assen haushalt der Gletscher in der Kordillere von Sudwest-K anad a un
tersucht. Objektive Wette rl agencharakteristiken werden auf glaz
ialme teo rologische Oate n vom Pe)'to Glacier, Alberta , und Sentinel 
Glacier, British Columbia, und auf klim atologische Oaten von nahe
gclcgc nen Wcttersta tio nen angcwandt. Die syno ptisc he Wcttcrkarte der 
500 mbar-Fl ache wird in zwei Massstaben ana lys ie rt und verglichen. Der 
eine is t kleiner mit einem Muster hoher vVellenza hlen; der andere ist grosse r 
mit allgemeineren :Mustern. 

Die Ergebnisse zeige n, dass der Massenhausha lt des Pe)'to Glacier und 
Sentinel Glacier mit den Mustern der 500 mbar-Fliiche zusammenhangt. 
Synoptische Typen mit zykl onischer Krummung der (sobaren begunstigen 
die Akkumulalion, wa hrcnd antizyklonische Typen den Aufbau der regio n
a len Schneedecke behindern. Die Ablation wird durch synoptischc T ype n, 
die durch Bewiilkung und /oder tiefe T empera turen gekennzeichnet sind , 
unte rdruckt, durch Typen mit warmen, sonnige n Tagen hingegen gefcir
dert. Weiter lassen die Ergebnisse vermuten, dass sowohl Akkumula tion wie 
Ablat ion des Sentinel Glacier durch kleinmassstiibige synoptische Muste r 
mit 110hen Wellenzahlen ges teuert werden. Die Akkumulation am Peyto 
Glacier dagegen zeigt stark ere Verbindung zu g ross massstabigen Mustern, 
was darauf hindeu tet, dass ein Grossleil der kurzwelligen Schwa nkungen 
innerhalb des langwelligen a tmos pharischen Flusses durch die rauh e Topo
g raphi e der kanadischen Kord ill ere gediimpft wird . Die Ablation am Peyto 
Glacier wird du rch beide M assstabe nur durftig erfass t. 

between observed var i ations in mass ba l ance and the 
atmospheric circulation over the region . 

THE SETTING 

The climate of the south-western Canadian Cor
dille ra is dominated by the westerly flow of maritime 
ai r streams (Wendland and Bryson, 1981) . The no rthe r ly 
po r tion of th i s flow crosses the Pac i f i c Ocean from 
Asia and is most prominent in winter, whi l e the 
southern portion is associated wi th the Pacific Anti
cyclone and is most prom i nent in summe r . Northern 
Pacific weste rlies are cool, with 8 near-moist adia 
batic lapse rate and a high moisture content through 
a considerable depth . The warm summer anticyclonic 
ai r stream is stab l e and arrives at the Br itish Co l um
bian coast with a shallow moist layer . 

Eastward-travel l ing cyclonic disturbances embed 
ded in the westerly flow bring heavy precipitation 
to the south -weste r n coast of British Columbia . The 
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core area affected by the storms va r ies from about 
lat . 45°N . in the winter months to about lat. 54°N . 
in summer (Hare and Hay, 1974) . The cyc l ones are 
usual l y near the peak of their development upon 
reaching coastal British Columbia, especially in win
ter . Summer cyclones are less frequent and vigorous, 
and several warm anticyclonic spells may be expected 
dur i ng the summer months . The net result of the in
tense cyclonic activity and the rugged topography of 
the Coast Mountain Range is large annual deposits of 
snow that, because of sudden orographic uplift and 
frictional drag associated with the change from ocean 
to land surface, increase dramatical l y with eleva
tion (Walker, 1961). 

After a storm strikes the Coast Mountains, the 
low-level flows are disrupted, but the mid - tropo
spheric trough associated with the surface fronts 
usual l y continues eastward across the Cordillera 
(Hobbs, 1978) . Although it is difficult to follow 
surface fronts across the complex topography of the 
interior, the passage of a system shows itself in the 
observed weather (Hare and Hay, 1974) . A front may 
produce little or no precipitation in the deep valleys 
or upland plateaus, but the higher mountain ranges 
(the Purcell, Monashee, Selkirk, Cariboo, and Rocky 
Mountains) do receive heavy falls of rain and snow, 
especia l ly in winter . Summer convective storms are 
common in all interior areas experiencing a mid
tropospheric disturbance. 

In those locations where altitude or topography 
limit the amount of energy available for ablation of 
the winter snow- pack, excess accumulation has led to 
the formation of mountain glaciers . During the I.H . D. , 
five glacierized mountain basins were studied on an 
east - west transect from the Rocky Mountains to the 
Coast Range in south- western Canada (0strem, 1966) . 
Of these, Peyto and Sentinel Glaciers (Fig. 1) re 
ceived the most intense glaciological and meteoro
logical study due to their accessibility and to 

Fig . 1 . Location of' peyto and Sent i ne1 G1aciers . 

their presumed representativeness of nearby glaciers . 
Summaries of the I.H .O. programs at Peyto and Sentinel 
Glaciers and basic data are given by Young and Stanley 
([C1977]) and Mokievsky-Zubok and Stanley (1976) 
respecti vely . 

Peyto Glacier is influenced by a relatively con 
tinental climate. It is located in the Waputik Ranges 
of the Rocky Mountains of Alberta at lat . 51 °40'N . , 
long. 116°35'W. Peyto Glacier has an area of approxi
mately 13.4 krri'- , ranges in altitude from 2100 m to 
3200 m a.s.l., and has an average slope of 13° and a 
north - easterly orientation. It is a major outlet of 
the Wapta Icefield . The basic mass - balance program at 

Peyto Gl ac i er duri ng the I.H . D. i nvol ved monitori ng 
mass-balance changes at 38 stakes on the glacier and 
extrapolating these point measurements to the whole 
glacier (Young, 1976). Accounting for errors in 
measurement and errors in the extrapolation algorithm, 
a conservative standard error of estimate for annual 
balances for the entire glacier is 0.05 m water 
equival ent (Young, 1981). 

During the summer months, a meteorological sta
tion was maintained at Peyto Glacier base camp, 
located on a 1 ateral morai ne at 2200 m a . s . l . , and 
about 100 m from the glacier. Weather conditions at 
the base camp appear to reflect local-scale con
ditions for the basin as a whole. Young ([1978]) has 
perfomed a factor analysis on the 11 meteorological 
variables routinely monitored at Peyto. Not unexpect
edly, approximately 70% of the total variance in 
these data is described by a temperature factor and 
a precipitation factor, thereby suggesting that daily 
temperature and precipitation data are useful measures 
of the meteorological environment of Peyto Glacier. 

Sentinel Glacier is located at lat . 4g054 ' N. , 
long . 122°59 ' W., in the Coast Mountains of British 
Columbia. The maritime climate of the region pro
duces winter snow cover on the glacier that usually 
exceeds 9 m at higher elevations . The relatively 
small, uneven gl acier covers about 2 krri'-, ranges 
from 1550 m to 2100 m a . s . l . , and has an average 
gradient of 17° and a northerly orientation. The com
bination of steep gradient, small area, heavy snow 
cover, and variability in surface topography present 
difficulties in assessment of mass balance at 
Sentinel Glacier (Mokievsky-Zubok, 1973[b], 1974) . 
However, three methods of mass-balance determination 
consistently produced similar results (Mokievsky
Zubok, 1973[a]) . Standard errors of estimate are not 
given for Sentinel Glacier, but are probably greater 
than those for Peyto Glacier because of measurements 
problems and high accumulation and ablation totals . 

A meteorological program similar to the one at 
Peyto Glacier was carried out at Sentinel Glacier . 
The main base-camp weather station is located at 
1550 m a.s . l . , and about 400 m down-vall ey from the 
glacier . Like Peyto Glacier, a principal components 
analysis suggests the expected association between 
glacier melt and temperature and precipitation 
events in the basin (Fogarasi and Mokievsky-Zubok, 
1978) • 

DATA AND METHODS USED 

The primary goal of synoptic climatological 
research is to associate local climate with atmos
pheric circulation (Barry and Perry, 1973). In this 
study, mass-balance and daily - mean temperature data 
from nine glaciological years (1 October 1965 to 
30 September 1974) of the I . H.D. programs at Peyto 
and Sentinel Glaciers are used to represent local con
ditions. Unfortunately, the meteorological record 
from the glaciers varies from year to year . Therefore, 
it is necessary to use data from nearby weather sta
tions to represent the meteorological environment 
of .the gl aciers (Young, [1978]) . Daily maximum tem
perature data from Banff, Alberta, and Alta Lake, 
British Columbia, explain 83% and 81% of the vari
ance in daily-mean temperatures during the summer 
months at Peyto and Sentinel Glaciers, respectively, 
at the 0 . 001 significance level and are used in the 
analysis . Daily precipitation data from Lake Louise, 
Alberta, and Alta Lake account for only 15% and 51 % 
of the variance in summertime precipitation at Peyto 
and Sentinel Glaciers, respectively, at the 0 .001 
significance level . These relatively low levels of 
explanation are believed to be the result of the 
observational problems associated with mountain pre
cipitation (Barry, 1981) and the high spatial vari
ability of summer convective activity in mountainous 
regions. It is assumed that the winter precipitation 
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is the result of vigorous fronts and orographic lift
ing of the air masses associated with those fronts 
(Hob@s and others, 1975), thus prov idi ng the spatial 
coherence needed to relate meso-s cale precipitation 
to glacier accumulation. Subsequent analysis sup
ports this assumption. 

For association with these ground-based data, 
daily 1200 GMT synoptic-scale 500 mbar pressure grids 
are compiled from the 1977-point National Meteoro
logical Center (NMC) grid of the Northern Hemisphere 
produced by the National Center for Atmospheric Re
search (NCAR; Jenne, 1975). The mid-tropospheric 
500 mbar pressure surface is used because it is 
above the direct topographic influence of the Cor
dillera of south-west Canada. 

Climatological and glaciological analyses gener
ally use fixed-length seasons or key months to 
represent seasons. However, interannual variability 
in the length, first day, and l ast day of a season 
are important elements of the climate that affect 
glacier mass balance. Therefore, in this paper the 
natural seasons at Peyto and Sentinel Glaciers are 
used for analysi s (Yarnal, in press [c]). 

The objective sums-of-squares technique proposed 
by Ki rchhofer (1974) is used to cl assify the synop
tic types. This approach has been employed by 
Kirchhofer (1976) for Switzerland, by Barry and Keen 
(1978), Moritz (1979), Bradley and England (1979), 
and Keen (1980) for areas of the North American Arc
tic, and by Barry and others (1981) for the American 
west. 

The classification procedure is applied to two 
500 mbar data sets. First, a synoptic-s cale set of 
27 contiguous NMC grid points i s used to synthesize 
30 equally spaced points of latitude and longitude 
with grid spacings of approximately 350 km (Small
grids) . Then, a large, more generalized, synoptic
scale set is created in which every other grid point 
from an 11 by 10 section of the NMC grid is extracted 
to produce another 30-point matrix with grid spacings 
of approximately 700 km (Biggrids) . Latitude and longi
tude are not considered for Biggrids . By using 5 by 6 
matrices for both Smallgrids and Biggrids, the same 
computer algorithm (Yarnal, in press Cb]) is appl ied 
to both data sets, thus facilitating comparison of 
the climatologies for each synoptic scale . 

To apply the Kirchhofer technique, the gridded 
data sets are first normalized using the z-trans
format ion. 

Zi =---- (1) 

where Z is the normal ized value ~t grid point i, xi 
the data value at grid point i, x the mean of the N
point grid , and s the standard deviation of the grid . 
Each normalized grid is compared to all other grids 
by the sums-of- squares equation: 

(2 ) 

where S is the Kirchhofer score, Zai the normalized 
grid value at point i on day a, Zbi the normalized 
grid value at point i on day b, and N the number of 
data points . It is possible for a comparison of any 
two grids to generate a low S value, denoting overall 
statistical similarity, and yet have widely varying 
patterns in specific sectors of the map . Therefore, 
to ensure pattern similarity in all areas of the 
grids, sub-score values for each row and column of 
the 5 by 6 matrices are calculated using Equation (2) . 

Grids are considered similar if S < 15 (in other 
words, 0.5N) and row and column scores SR and Sc < 
1.0NR and 1.0NC where NR and NC are the number of 
points in the row or column, respectively . Mean sea
level-pressure surfaces using the Kirchhofer method 
(such as Moritz, 1979) have used thresholds for S of 
1.0N and for row and column scores of 1.8NR and 
1.8NC . However, to provide a comparable number of 
patterns and a high percentage of class ified days, a 
lower threshold score must be used for upper air maps 
(Barry and others, 1981). 

Due to computer-storage limitations and cost con
siderations (Yarnal, in press [b]), it is necessary 
to use a sample of the days of the nine-year study 
period . A statistical eval uation (Yarnal, in press 
[a]), using a confidence level of 95% (z = 1.96), 
confidence limits of ±2%, and an estimated vari
ability of 50%, suggests a sample of four of the nine 
years is suitable. The glaciological years 1965-66, 
1966-67, 1969-70, and 1973-74 are chosen as the four 
sample years following a subjective assessment of 
the mass-balance characteristics of Peyto and 
Sentinel Glaciers . It is assumed that the widest range 
of synoptic weather patterns occurred during these 
yea rs • 

S, SR, and Sc values are calculated for every pair 
of grids in the sample. If the previously -menti oned 
threshold requirements are met, the pair of grids is 
considered significantly similar and the S value is 
entered into memory. The daily grid with the most S 
values associated with it is designated Keyday 1. A 
keyday is taken to be the single day that best repre
sents the mean atmospheric conditions associated with 
a given 500 mbar pattern . Keyday 1 is removed from 
the analysi s along with all grids associated with the 
keyday and all days associated with those days. This 
process is repeated to determine subsequent keydays 
untll all days are classified into m groups of f i ve 
days or more . Remaining days are termed "uncl assified" . 

In the final step, S, SR, and Sc values are again 
calculated, this time for each of the m keydays with 
each day of the total population of daily grids. The 
lowest signif i cant Kirchhofer score is recorded for 
each daily grid, with the associated keyday denoting 
the synopt i c type of the day . Because it is poss i bl e 
for any day to be related significantly to more than 
one keyday, days mi s-cl assi fi ed by early removal dur
ing the keyday determination procedure described 
above are reclassified. 

Table I summarizes the results of the synoptic
type classifications . The 18 Smallgrids synoptic 
types recognized account for 93.7% of the days in the 
study period . The first eight types account for over 

TABLE I. SUMMARY OF THE SYNOPTIC TYPE CLASSIFICATION, 

Small grids 
Frequency (%) 

Biggrids 
Frequency (%) 

190 

24 .2 

60 .0 

2 

14.2 

12.0 

3 4 

6.5 10.5 

7. 2 7.8 

1 OCTOBER 1965 TO 30 SEPTEMBER 1974 

Synopt i c type categor y 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

7 .1 8 .3 2.0 4.8 1.7 2.0 1.2 2 . 5 

3.3 2.9 0.6 0.7 

undas-
13 14 15 16 17 18 sified 

0.6 l.7 2.6 2.7 0.3 0 .8 3.7 

2.9 

Mi s 
da 
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77% of the days, with higher-order synoptic types 
being much less impo rtant in terms of frequency . Th e 
Sma llgrids keyday maps are shown in Figures 2 to 4. 
Eight Biggrids synopt i c types accounting for 94.5% 
of the study period are identified. The first four 
types acount for 87% of the days . Keydays for the 
Biggrids synoptic types are illustrated in Figures 
5 and 6. 

A cross-tabulation of Sma llgrid s and Biggrids 
synoptic types is performed to determine the nature 
of the relationship between the two synoptic scales 
(Table 11). Althoug h no clear relationship s emerge 

.P 
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upon in spection of the contingency table (not shown), 
a chi-squared analysis of the first six rows and 
columns suggests that observed frequencies are not 
chance variations. However, chi-squared does not in
dicate how strongly the variables are related . 
Asymmetric lambda (Ab) measures the strength of 
this association for cross-tabulations based on nom
inal-level data (Mueller and others, 1977). Using 
asymmetric lambda to measu re the ability to predict 
Sma llgrids types given knowledge of the frequencies 
of Biggrids types shows only a 2 .8% improvement in 
predi ct ion. No improvement is found using Sma llgrids 

H 

KEY ~AY 2 10 NOV69 

'" ~ ~'\' 

~) 
t~ H 

- - - 18 OEC 69 

Fig . 2 . 500 mbar pressure distribution s on SmaHgrids Keydays 1 to 6 . 
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to predict Biggrids types. Therefore, there is very 
little direct statistical relationship between the 
two synoptic type classifications used in the pres
ent study. 

These results can be attributed to the filtering 
of data during the compi lation of Biggrids. At that 
time, approximately 73% of the original 110 data 
points were removed. Consequently, a great deal of 
small - scale synoptic variation may take place over 
south-western Canada without these changes being 
evident in the Biggrids types. Biggrids are related 
to the long-wave patterns of the Northern Hemisphere, 

KEYDAY7 

while Smallgrids are high-wavenumber, migratory per
turbations imbedded in the Biggrids flow . 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GLACIER MASS BALANCE AND 
THE SYNOPT IC TYPES 

Ridge regression (Hoerl and Kennard, 1970 [a] , 
Cb]) i s used to evaluate the contribution of Small
grids and Biggrids synoptic types to accumulation and 
ablation components of mass balance. This objective 
technique is applied to eliminate correlated pre
dictor variables from the data (Yarnal, unpublished) . 

.P 

H 

KEY DAY 9 Q8 APR ~6 KEY DAY 10 26 JAN 67 

Pig . 3 . 500 mbal" p-'essUl"e distl"ibutions on SmaHgl"ids Keydays 7 to 12 . 
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H H 

KEYDAY 13 KEYDAY14 

J ~~~~--~--------~L---L----1~1~M~A~Y66 

Fiy . 4 . 500 mbar pressUl'e distributions on SmaH(]rids Keydays 13 to 18 . 

Winter-balance measurements are used as the criterion 
variable representing annual accumulation. Although 
choice of an appropriate variable or variables to 
represent annual ablation is not straightforward, 
temperature data can be used to represent the vari
ables of the energy balance and summe r balance 
(Braithwaite, 1981). Models of summer balance using 
temperatures from local stations have been developed 
by Hoinkes and Ste inacker ([1975J), Braithwaite , (un
published), Young ([1978J), and Tangborn (1980) . Thus, 
mean daily maximum temperatures from Banff and Alta 
Lake are used as criterion variables representing 

annual ablation at Peyto and Sen tinel Glaciers, re
spectively . 

Due to degrees-of-freedom limitations, multiple 
li near regression cannot be carried out if: 

P > N-1 (3) 

where P is the number of predictor variables and N 
the number of cases of the criterion variable . In this 
study, the m synoptic types (P) exceed the (N - 1) 
seasons available for analysis in nearly every situa
tion . Thus, the synoptic types must be collapsed into 
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H 

Fig . 5 . 500 mbar {Jf'essure distributions on Biggr ids Keydays 1 to 4. 

cl imatologically meaningful groups. The frequencies 
of certain synoptic-type characteristics, based on 
criteria established by Bradley and England (1979), 
are used for this purpose. Wet synoptic types are 
those types associated with more precipitation than 
the expected amount in a given season . Any Smallgrids 
type providing more than 5.6% (one-eighteenth) and 
any Biggrids type providing more than 12 . 5% (one
eighth) of the seasonal total precipitation are con
sidered wet. Dry types are those with seasonal totals 
below 5.6% for Smallgrids and 12 . 5% for Biggr i ds . 
/;'f'ficient bearers of preci pitat i on are types a ssoc i a
ted with larger seasonal precipitation totals than 
their relative frequency of occurrence . For example, 

194 

a synoptic type that occurs 10% of the time and de
livers 10% or more of the periods's precipitation 
is considered efficient. I nefficient bearers of pre
cipitation are associated with lower seasonal pre
cipitation totals than their relative frequencies 
alone would suggest . A synoptic type that occurs 10% 
of the time but delivers less than 10% of the period's 
precipitation is considered inefficient. Cool and 
warm types are synoptic types associated with seasonal 
mean dai ly maximum temperatures below or above normal . 

Table III is a simplified summary of the regres
sion analysis . These results suggest that elements 
of the mass balance of Peyto and Sentinel Glaciers 
are related to synoptic- scale circulation, but that 
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H 

KEYOAY 7. 09 DEC 69 

KEYOAY 8. 29 MAY 66 

Fi g . 6 . 500 mbar pr'es supe dist ributions on Bi ggrids Keydays 5 to 8 . 

changes in the synoptic scale and level of informa
tion used in the weather maps influence the results 
(Yarnal, in press [a]). At Sentinel Gl acier, winter 
balance is predicted well by the Smallgrids synoptic 
types and not by Biggrids types. Biggrids synoptic 
types are more closely related to Sentinel Glacier 
summer balance, but again not as closely as Small 
grids types are related to summer balance. There
fore, it appears that Sentinel Glacier mass balance 
may be controlled by small - scale, high-wavenumber 
synoptic activity . 

At Peyto Glacier, better explanation of the total 
variance in winter balance is given by Peyto Biggrids 
than Peyto Smallgrids synoptic types. This suggests 
that accumulation at Peyto Glacier may be more de
pendent on long-wave control than in the Sentinel 

situation. Much of the moisture available to Sentinel 
Glacier results from south- south-westerly flow below 
the approximate average height of the Cordilleran 
ranges and the subsequent orograph i c lifting of 
that flow (Hobbs and others, 1975). This tongue of 
warm marit ime air is readily identifiable in Small
grids Keydays 1 and 4 (Fig . 2). However, because it 
possesses a very weak westerly wind component, the 
low-level moist air is unable to flow over the 
Cordillera. With the cutting off of this low-level 
moisture source west of the mountains, upon reach
lng Peyto Glacier, the effect of small-scale synop
tic variation is subsumed by the more general long
wave ml d-tropospherlc flow of cold maritime air off 
the North Pacific (see Keyday 1 in Figure ~) . 

Neither the Sma ll grids nor Biggrids synoptic-type 
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TABLE 11. SUMMARY OF THE CROSS-TABULATION COMPARING 
SMALLGRIDS AND BIGGRIDS SYNOPTIC TYPES 

x2 observed* = 253.02 

x2 critical (at 25 degrees of freedom and 
a =0.001) = 52.62 

Ab (Smallgrids dependent) = 0.0287 

Ab (Biggrids dependent) 0.0000 

*Due to the presence of many expected values ~ 5 in 
the high-order synoptic types, x2 was only calculated 
for Smallgrids and Biggrids types 1 to 6. 

TABLE Ill. SUMMARY OF THE MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Criterion Predictor ExpLained 
variabLe variabLes~ variance( %) 

SmaH grids 

Peyto: winter balance cool, warm 75.1 
summer temperature efficient 27.7 

Sentinel: winter balance efficient, dry 80 .0 
summer temperature dry, wet 95.8 

Biggrids 

Peyto: wi nter balance dry, wet 87 .0 
summer temperature cool 29.3 

Sentinel: winter balance dry 31.2 
summer temperature cool, warm 83 .2 

*Winter-balance-type characteristic frequencies are 
combined Fall, Winter, and Spring totals. 

frequencies seem to be related to summer temperature 
at Banff. This lack of correlation is explained by 
the location of the Banff weather station relative to 
that of Peyto Glacier: Banff is found in a broad val
ley just inside the mountain front at an elevation of 
1400 m a.s.l., while Peyto Glacier is a mountain site 
at 2200 m a.s.l. Banff, bei ng located at the eastern 
edge of both grids, is affected by shallow continen
tal polar air masses that may not reach to 500 mbar 
and which are brought in by 500 mbar systems that 
are, for the most part, east and north of either grid. 
As suggested by the work of Stenning and others (1981), 
Peyto Glacier summer balance appears to be under the 
control of mid-tropospheric flow coming o.ff the Pacific 
Ocean. 

Based on the above, the relationship between syn
optic-scale circulation and both Sentinel Glacier mass 
balance and Peyto Glacier accumulation can be describ
ed. Synoptic types with cyclonic cu rvature favor 
glacier accumulation, while anticyclonic types inhibit 
build-up of the regional snow-pack. Although previous 
research in the Arctic has found net radiation to be 
higher on cloudy days (Jacobs and others, 1973; 
Ambach, 1974), ablation is suppressed in south-western 
Canada by synoptic types associated with cloudy days 
and/or low temperatures, and is enhanced by types 
associated with warm, sunny days. Fogarasi and 
Mokievsky-Zubok (1978) found that mean daily cloudi
ness at Sentinel Glacier is positively correlated with 
precipitation and global radiation and negatively cor
related with run-off, temperature, sunshine, and glo
bal radiation. Net radiation was not recorded at 
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SAntinel, Cloudy conditions are associated with south
westerly cyclonic flow types (such as Smal lgrid s Key 
days 1 and 4, Fig. 2, or Biggrids Keyday 1, Fig. 5), 
while clear skies prevail with north-westerly anti
cyclonic airflows (such as Smallgrids or Biggrids Key
day 2, Figs 2 and 5, respectively). 

80% of the variance in Sent inel winter balance is 
explained by Smallgrids efficient and dry types. 
Nearly 60% of the variance is explained by efficient 
bearers of precipitation, suggesting that strongly 
positive accumulations of snow are a function of the 
frequency of heavy precipitation events that occur in 
a given accumulation season (Yarnal, in press [c]). 
Each of the important efficient types (Keydays 1, 3, 
4, 8, and 10; Figs 2 and 3) has a south-westerly com
ponent to its airflow allowing it to pick up moisture 
over the Pacific before reaching Sentine l Glacier. 
Advection of moist sub-tropical air into the area, 
when combined with upwa rd vertical mot ions and oro
graphic upl ift, produces heavy precipitation. Low 
accumulation totals are related to a decrease in heavy 
precipitation events accompanied by an increase in 
days with little to no precipitation. Approximately 
20% of the variance in winter balance is explained by 
dry-type characteristics. Especially impo rtant to 
years with low accumulation totals are those types 
with northerly flows (Keydays 5, 9, 14, 15, and 17; 
Figs 2-4) and those with 500 mbar ridges over Sentinel 
Glacier (Keydays 7 and 15; Figs 3 and 4). 

Nearly 96% of the variance in summe r temperature 
at Alta Lake is explained by Smallgrids dry and wet 
types. Dry types, which explain 74% of the variance, 
enhance ablation at Sent inel Glacier. In most cases, 
dry types are inefficient bearers of precipitation 
with above-average temperatures. Especially important 
dry types are represented by Keydays 2 and 6 (Fi g. 2), 
each occurring frequently with above-average tempera
tures and clear sk ies. These two types are both associ
ated with subsidence and northerly airflow over 
Sentinel Glacier. Wet types explain 22% of the vari
ance and can be important in suppressing ablation at 
Sentinel Glacier. These four types (Keydays 1, 3,4, 
and 8; Figs 2 and 3) are all associated with south
westerly flow and upward vertical motions ahead of a 
trough of marine air. Although types 1 and 4 have 
above-average temperatures, ablation i s partially 
suppressed by cloudy skies. Types 3 and 8 are associ
ated with wet, cool conditions. Rainfall is not im
portant to ablation at Sentinel Glacier (Fogarasi and 
Mokievsky-Zubok, 1978) . 

87% of the v~riance in winter balance at Peyto 
Glac1er 1S expla1ned by Biggrids synoptic types. Of 
this, 76% is explained by dry types. Dry types, as 
represented by Keydays 2, 3, and 4 (F ig. 5), are im
portant in terms of frequency and are also ineffici
ent bearers of precipitation, meaning relativel y 
11ttle precipitation is delivered by these flow pat
terns. Type 2 is associated with subsiding north
w~sterly flow, while type 4 days place a ridge of 
h1gh.pressure over Peyto Glacier. Type 3 finds Peyto 
Glac1er Just at that point in the long-wave pattern 
where anticyclonic vorticity decreases are accompan
ied by upper-level converge nce and consequent down
ward.vertical motions. 11 % of the variance in Peyto 
Glac1er w1nter balance is explained by type 1 (Key
day 1, Fig. 5), the only Biggrids type in the wet 
category. 

SUMMARY 

Although the number of years available for an
alysis is 1 imited, a significant statistical relation
ship exists between the synoptic-scale atmospheric 
circulat ion over south-western Canada and aspects of 
the mass balance of Peyto and Sentinel Glaciers. 
Winter balance at Sentinel Glacier appears to be con
trolled mainly by the number of Sma llgrids synoptic 
types associated with heavy precipitation that occur 
during the accumulation season. On the other hand, 
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summer melt at Sentinel Glacier is largely a function 
of the frequency of those Smallgrid patterns bringing 
high temperatures and clear skies to the region. Peyto 
Glacier accumulation seems to be more closely related 
to Biggrids patterns. This suggests, along with the 
disruption by the mountains of the low-level moisture 
source that delivers heavy precipitation to Sentinel 
Glac i er, that friction induced by the Cordillera 
dampens some of the high-frequency mid-tropospheric 
oscillations embedded within the slow-moving baro
clinic zones associated with long-wave disturbances 
in winter . Neither synopt ic scale used in this an
alysis is closely associated with ablation at Peyto 
Glacier . This result is explained by the fact that 
the meso-scale temperature data used to represent 
Peyto Glacier summer energy-balance conditions is from 
a station that is influenced more by continental air 
masses than by maritime airflows. 
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